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ODB Truck Mounted Vacuum Systems
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ODB truck mounted units are rapidly becoming the preferred platform for debris and leaf vacuum collection systems. Pretty much every municipality or contractor that ODB works with is challenged by labor shortage issues, increased fuel costs and safety concerns. ODB truck mounted units effectively addresses all those issues.

ODB is the only company that has the patent-pending single-engine debris collector truck system, the patented CDL-exempt debris collector truck, and our patented ECO-MODE™, optimizing efficiency and operational flexibility.

ODB has a variety of chassis options. Contact us and we can discuss them with you.
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ODB trailer mounted debris and leaf vacuum collection systems have proven to be the workhorses for the industry. The combined vacuum system and collection box is a self-contained system that increases curb miles cleaned per shift, with less trips to the dump, and with about 2-3 less workers when compared to tow-behind leaf loaders.

With a variety of sizes (14, 16,20, 25, and 30 cubic yards), and multiple power plants to choose from, you can have a system that matches your needs and your budget.

With features no other system of this type has, ODB’s operator-centric engineering is focused providing safe and easy operation systems, that are more reliable and easier to maintain.
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Since the 1980’s ODB has manufactured 1000’s of tow-behind leaf loaders. We’ve manufactured more of these units than all other manufacturers combined. We learned a thing or two from our customers about what work they need to get done, and how they want to get it done.

ODB answers those needs by engineering 4 different types of purpose-built tow-behind leaf loaders that are budget-friendly, provide easy access to tight areas (such as cul-de-sacs), produce the highest available power in their class, and are robust for the longest trouble-free service life.
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Since the 1980’s ODB has manufactured 1000’s of tow-behind leaf loaders. We’ve manufactured more of these units than all other manufacturers combined. We learned a thing or two from our customers about what work they need to get done, and how they want to get it done.
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Leaf/Needle Removal



















											
												

												

											

										


Water Management



















											
												

												

											

										


Airport Management
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About Old Dominion Brush Company



ABOUT OLD DOMINION BRUSH COMPANY

Since 1910, the Old Dominion Brush Company (ODB) has been manufacturing the tools and equipment to help keep communities clean. From street sweeper brushes and brooms, to debris and leaf collection equipment that are recognized as the highest performing and most efficient systems available.

ODB’s dedicated on continuous improvement and industry-changing innovation, that is based on real-world feedback from our customers, dealers and relentless testing, and ensures ODB Debris & Leaf Collection systems are the…

	Safest
	Easiest to Use
	Most Reliable
	Easiest and Fastest to Maintain
	Fastest Collection Per Lane Mile
	Most Cost-Effective with the Lowest Cost of Operation and Ownership
	Most Efficient


This innovation and functionality is demonstrated in the patent-pending single-engine debris collector truck system, the patented CDL-exempt debris collector truck, and our patented ECO-MODE™. Only ODB has these technologies that measurably optimize efficiency and operational flexibility.


Learn More























	
		
			


		

	























											
												

												
											

										





Hear what others are saying
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I have been using ODB machines for over 20 years and find them to be the most reliable and efficient to use




















STEPHEN KRAMER
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Your innovation is what is going to separate us from the competition.




















PATRICK FITZGERALD
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Innovation is clearly at the core of everything ODB. The level of detail and knowledge exhibited is truly an asset to any customer.




















NAOMI FLANNIGAN
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Address:

5118 Glen Alden Dr, Richmond, VA 23231
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Phone:

800-446-9823
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Hours:

7:30AM-4:00PM EST
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An Alamo Group Company











ODB STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Terms of Use

Privacy Statement













		  					
									





© 2024 Old Dominion Brush Company. All rights reserved
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